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My work revolves around the notions of trace and memory, what I call the fantôme réel, a 

pictorial reflection around what remains of an existence or an event. Each trace left in any 

form whatsoever is a precious clue that allows us to get a more or less accurate picture of 

what may have happened. My approach is above all, an observer; I collect, contemplate and 

photograph each detail that touches me, which could by its mere presence tell a story. I want 

to make dead objects speak, to give them a voice where their usefulness has vanished.

Everything we touch, everything around us is an extension of our own body; the landscape, 

the buildings, the objects are extensions. We could say that they are the inorganic organs of 

our existence and thus testify to our experience after our disappearance.

It is mainly through argentic photography that I build my work. I see it like a specter, 

a moment that will never be again, the famous «ça a été» by Roland Barthes. It is an 

apparition, created by the light that becomes an image, it is materialized. This idea of 

matter also persists in other experiments, because it is the matter that is marked by the 

time, thanks to which on the guess traces and make them talk.

My research is at the same time archeological, artistic and materialist. It is the interpreter of 

a past, mine, that of others. We can not build an après without knowing the avant. We walk 

in a world littered with stigmas that help shape us.

I invite you to consult my web pages to have a more precise idea of my work and to find the 

whole series presented:

website

http://helenethiennot.wixsite.com/helenethiennot

blog

http://helenethiennot.tumblr.com/



Echoes

Blog

http://helenethiennot.tumblr.com/

2010 - 2019

This blog is my draft book, gathering repeatedly all the 

images from my photographic films. It acts like a diary, 

helping me to record, exhibit and work on my material. 

Constantly fuel, it represent accuratly my daily photographic 

practice and my plastic research.



Sans titre - 2017 Sans titre - 2016

Sans titre - 2016

photographs extracted from the blog Echoes



Absences 

(Nieobecne)

Photographic installation 

20 analogue prints 

Photographic matt paper 

Size 18x24cm 

Composition of analogue photographs 

printed on fragments of bricks 

Variable dimensions

2019

The photographic installation Absences is the product of my 

wanderings and reflections around the city of Gdansk. A 

city with tormented and fragmented history which played 

a decisive role in the fall of the Iron Curtain thanks to 

Solidarność movement. With its intensive and traumatising 

memory, the city fascinated me with its architecture and the 

way it continues to evolve nowadays: ruins side by side with 

ultra- modern buildings or even fake historic buildings getting 

lost amongst old churches.

I see Gdansk as a body that heals through its constructions, 

reconstructions and deconstructions.

I think stones are, in a way, alive. I imagine them as small 

cells which build up the body of the city where buildings 

become organs. They are silent witnesses to the bruises 

of history by bearing its after-effects. In my work, I have 

collected fragments of red bricks – the typical construction 

material which can be found in almost every district of the 

city. I have also done photographic work by searching for 

dormant places, abandoned in most cases, left here in the 

landscape like ghosts. Both emptied of their senses but still 

present, these places seem frozen in a space and a time.

They are proof of past events. This state remains however 

temporary, as each space must find a specific purpose in a 

modern city, be replaced or renovated. These small hints will 

disappear, erasing part of the collective memory, identical to 

a loss of memory that everyone can feel at its scale.

Therefore, the piece is constructed from two dialogical 

elements: the former – organised, consists of classic 

photographs with missing pieces; and the latter – 

disorganised, presents these missing and lost fragments 

printed on bricks with the use of photosensitive solution. The 

solution reacts to its foundation. The more damaged the stone 

is, the more damaged the image will be. The more porus 

the stone is, the more the image is absorbed by the latter, 

becoming only a latent spectrum, almost invisible to the eye.

The memory is weak, it gets erased or retains only parts. But 

forgetting is also a risk, the risk that tragic situations repeate 

as if history was only a cycle.



view of the installation Absences 



views of the installation Absences 



Émergences

Photographic installation 

projection of 24 black and white 

argentic photographs 

on pebbles 

5 min 

2018

The Émergences project tells the story of a particular place: the 

Guerlédan artificial lake located in the Cotes d’Armor (France). This 

one was created in 1923 to feed a barrage, engulfing on more than 

8 kilometers the valley of Blavet and all that was implanted there. 

Drying up of the lake are regularly made, five have taken place since its 

creation: in 1951, 1966, 1975, 1985 and finally in 2015, 30 years after 

the previous one.

I had the opportunity to witness the drying up of the lake and saw there 

resurrect forms and landscapes prisoners of the waters since almost one 

hundred years. These elements that rarely emerge in the century carry 

stories and fantasies that become a legendary backdrop to a forgotten 

history. The water sculpted them according to its movements and swirls 

to offer a lunar landscape, arid and fantastic. While fixing on the film 

footage this sunken valley, I have collect some elements found in the 

belly of the lake, to try to bring back few witnesses to the surface.

Through a photographic installation involving the elements collected on 

the site, I seek to restore the history of witnesses which make up this 

ghostly landscape, prisoner of a space that doesn’t exists today, since it 

is covered by water.



photographs extracted from the installation Emergences



Mnémosyne

scalable installation

 about 150 argentic prints

 size 10x15 cm black and white 

on satin paper 

2013-2019

Mnemosyne, Greek goddess of memory, aroused to the 

art historian Aby Warburg the practice that resulted in his 

famous work. His method sought to produce quasi-physical 

comparisons of juxtaposed images from various horizons, 

ranging from classical Renaissance to Hopi Indians and 

advertising of his time. 

This series is inspired by these collections of fragments. It is 

in perpetual expansion, corresponding to my photographic 

practice which, over time, is enriched. It is in a way, an image 

of my own memory: memories sometimes absent, disordered, 

forgotten, latent.   

The viewer has to bend down to read these tiny photographs 

and try to link them like a large mosaic of half-opened 

windows on the intimacy of my memories.



photographs extracted from 

the installation Mnémosyne



Au delà des murs

6 black and white argentic prints

 digital print on semi-matte paper

 20 x 30 cm

2016

Rocroi is a village in the Ardennes (France) near Belgium, 

notable for its geometric fortifications built by Vauban who 

ensured the city center. They impose a visible boundary 

between urban and nature, a symbolic and poetic transition 

space, a crossed on the edge of two territories. This series 

seeks to transcribe, through a progression, this area where the 

landscape becomes almost fantastic.



photographs extracted from the set Au-delà des murs



12 argentic prints Geiger paper 

beaded laminating on PVC 

2015-2018

D’ici là

Begun in 2015, the project «D’ici là» feeds on landscapes that 

crossed my way during different trips, near or far-off. These 

chosen places are inviting to contemplation and lead us to 

see their complex fragility, that our way of life tends towards 

to destruct. The ecological situation of our modern world is 

turning critical, bringing us closer to a point of no return.

With this photograpic serie, I wanted to create a fiction 

conjuring potential futurs. The different size images make up 

a cloudiness from which come a pinkish atmosphere due to 

my work with outdated films. Through these photographs, I 

imagine and I try to illustrate potential futures.

If history teaches us to know the past, the future is only 

hypothesis and prediction. Despite the unconsciousness of the 

time to come, we are its first builders. «D’ici là» shows us the 

temporal matter that we are doing today but that escapes us 

... This future, so far and elusive will it come to fruition one 

day ? What will happen then?



photographs extracted from the set D’ici-là



Maelström

Installation and photographic edition 

Laser printing on Japanese paper

15 x 15 cm closed and 22 pages per edition 

Variable dimensions for installation 

2014

Maelström is the name of a marine phenomenon, a whirlwind 

created by the meeting of powerful currents. In the figurative 

sense, it refers to a movement of intense agitation that leads 

inexorably.

This book tells the story of a flood, the gradual and 

irremediable erasure of a city by the sea, unfathomable 

and unpredictable that engulfed it silently. The images that 

compose it were taken in a Vendean village struck by storm 

Xynthia in 2010 and abandoned thereafter. Moist and black 

forms intertwine to form a calm but devastating flow.

This edition is designed to be unfold in space and flow on its 

support, becoming almost liquid and moving by its layout. The 

pages turn, twist, like furious waves, sometimes revealing the 

foam, sometimes a furtive image. Like water, it changes shape 

and its movement becomes one with the space around it.



photograph extracted from the installation/edition Maelström



Caillasses

5 argentic prints

japanese paper

42x60 cm

2013

Composed of five photographs taken on Japanese paper, this 

set is hung with long pins to float whenever a movement of air 

occurs.

These images are fragments of colossal abandoned buildings 

in the countryside, here and there. Both fragile parts 

and unshakeable monoliths, they are witnesses forgotten 

by everyone. Here they merge and become an indistinct 

landscape, transforming to the rhythm of the passages. From 

the loose stones born the monument.



photographs extracted from the set Caillasses



Vestiges

3 argentic photographs 

glossy paper, laminating on aluminum

67x100 cm 

2013

These images are the result of argentic prints on Japanese 

paper, thanks to a photosensitive solution that alters this 

fragile support and then digitally printed in large format on 

glossy paper.

Real landscapes then erased, transformed, are rendered 

fictitious by the gestural and chemical process applied. The 

image is reinvented by the human hand, the environment 

gradually deteriorated with no other possibility of inttrusion 

than the gaze. As an invisible barrier that prevents us to 

interve with the of the disaster.



photographs extracted from the set Vestiges



drawings 

glue and dust on Canson paper 130gr

 80 x 60 cm

2013-2019

This series drawings are made from dust. A ubiquitous but 

fragile material, that covers its environment and testifies to 

its temporality. It’s the beginning and the end of everything. 

Here, a reflection around the landscape, its transformation, 

its degradation or even its disappearance.

Paysages-Poussière



views of a drawings from the set Paysages-poussière



Mémoire des murs

Photographic installation 

Four slide’s carousels projecting 

9 photographic images at different rhythms and formats 

variable dimensions 

2013

This installation, inspired by a visit to the home of a deceased 

family member, is made up of slide’s carousels, reminiscent 

of the family photo projection sessions. Nine images are 

projected in a loop at different rhythms and formats. 

A task, a crack, witnesses that the painting has since covered. 

It is from these fragments that I wanted to make persist the 

face, at least the memory of this man. 

These derisory tracks become ghosts, wounds stealthily thrown 

on foreign walls, a fragile specter that comes back to haunt 

the place. The smell, the decoration, the rooms, the objects, 

everything was a tiny part of what it was for me.



photographs extracted from the installation Mémoire des murs



argentic photograph book 

print on paper 80gr and japan 

100 pages 

26 x 14 cm 

2011

Les messagers

This book of a hundred pages in black and white plays on the 

rhythm and transparency of the textures of the two papers 

used. 

It is the result of several weeks of bird watching in the natural 

reserve of the Baie de l’Aiguillon, in Vendée (France). This 

work starts from the observation of behavioral change of 

migratory birds, due to climatic influences. He recounts, in 

pictures, a fiction whose end is uncertain: the last hasty migra-

tion of a group of birds, taken aback by the endemic danger 

that are the upheavals of their environment.



double pages extracted from the edition Les messagers


